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HIGHLIGHTS

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Sr. No. Competition

Techno Buzz Quiz- Finals

Kavita Path Pratiyogita- Finals

Races – 50 m (Grade 4) and 100 m (Grade 5)

Patriotic Song (Solo) 

Slogan Writing (English)

Budding Scientists Quiz- Finals

Techno Buzz Quiz- Finals

Creative Writing (English)

Best Out of Waste

Date

Sr. No.

1.

2.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Child-Parent-Teacher Dialogue Day (PTM)

Child-Parent-Teacher Dialogue Day (PTM)

IX - X

IV - VIII

March 16

March 23

Date

IV-V

IV-V

IV-V

IV-V

VI-VIII

IX-X

VI-VIII

VI-VIII

VI-VIII

January 20

January 20

January 20

January 26

January 26

January 26

February 03

February 03

February 03

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

December 02, 2023: Annual Function-  VII-IX:
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September 30, 2023: Extempore Competition (English) - Grade VI - VIII:

Mind Tree students are avid readers and this is reflected when they get an 

opportunity to speak in public. The competition was enlightening as it 

showcased the vocabulary and thought process of the pupils. The 

winners are:

1st 2nd 3rd

Simarleen Kaur - D

Divyanoor K Dhindsa - B

Aanya Sharma - D

Abhay P Singh - A

Nayonika Singh - B

Yajur Mathur - A

Anmol Manchanda - D

Ananya Biswas - C

Anhad Kaur - B

Devishee - C

Vihan Bansal - D

Akshaj G Agrawal - A

Aasma Bakshi - C

Navdeep Kaur - A

Nimrit Saini - B

VI

VII

VIII

September 30, 2023: Special Assembly on Gandhi Jayanti:

Winning Team Members

VI - Naisha Bansal - A, Shreshth Sahni - B, Aiyra Jain - C, Aadvik Jindal - D

VII - Suvir Gupta - A, Aratrik Chaudhary - B, Ashutosh Tiwari - C, Ojaswi Jain - D

VIII - Saanvi Jain - A, Vardaan - B, Ruhin Jain - C, Sarthak Aggarwal - D

September 30, 2023: Budding Scientists' Quiz - Grade VI - VIII:

Quizzing is an art which is enjoyed by all students because here 

they can show off their intelligence and knowledge. Mind Tree 

hosts a string of quizzes for all levels of students to give them a 

platform where they can show their skill. Here, Grades VI to VIII 

students participated and enjoyed the quiz. The winning teams are:

October 3, 2023: Assembly on 'Acts of Kindness': Grade - VII:

A c t s  o f  k i n d n e s s  a r e  

fundamental expressions of our 

sha red  human i t y.  They  

encompass a wide range of 

selfless actions and gestures, 

both big and small, driven by 

empathy and compassion. 

Mind Tree School recently held its annual function with great 

enthusiasm and splendour on December 2, 2023. The event was 

graced by Dr. Anuradha Yadav, a distinguished luminary in the medical 

realm and a parent, and the revered presence of Ms. Neelam Ohri, the 

Principal of Mind Tree School, Sector 1, who embodies the spirit of the 

institution and has led it to success through her unwavering dedication 

and tireless efforts.

The highlight of the day was a performance titled 'Pablo's Dilemma' 

directed and scripted by Ms. Aparna Nanda. The play explored the 

contemporary dilemma faced by a fictional character named Pablo. It 

delved into issues related to social acceptance, peer conformity, and 

excessive screen time. It served as an evocative mirror reflecting 

contemporary societal ethos and sparked an insightful discussion on 

the intricate interplay between passion, technological allure, and 

personal metamorphosis.

The Grade 7 students of Mind Tree School, Group A & B, left the 

audience spellbound with their incredible performance in the annual 

function. We extend our heartfelt congratulations to these young 

talents for their outstanding showcase.

Mahatma Gandhi, affectionately known as our venerable Bapu, stands 

as an enduring role model for all. His profound lessons on leading a 

simple yet purposeful life have tremendously influenced the character 

of Indians, instilling the core value of Ahimsa. As a tribute, a special 

assembly took place at Mind Tree School, Panjokhra. Here, students 

passionately echoed Gandhiji's wisdom through poetry, speeches, and 

patriotic melodies. In a commemorative gesture befitting the 

significance of Gandhi Jayanti, Mayank of Grade IX and Diya of Grade 

VI with grace and reverence, urged the school community to embrace 

Mahatma Gandhi's lessons of nonviolence and civil rights. Samreet 

and Vansh, both from Grade VIII, stepped up to share their insights 

through eloquent speeches, adding depth and perspective to the 

event. In a captivating performance, Aradhya and Jahnvi from Grade VI 

recited an articulate English poem that resonated deeply in the hearts 

of the audience.  Simarleen, a student in Grade VI delivered a heartfelt 

Hindi poem. Mind Tree Rockers gave a mesmerising musical 

performance and enthralled the audience with their electrifying show. 

The entire school celebrated the day with reverence and promised to 

follow the path shown by the great Mahatama.
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October 5, 2023: Greed in Society - Grade V:

Greed, characterised by the urge of 

acquiring more than what is needed, 

is man's biggest weakness. Blinded 

by the accumulation of materialistic 

possessions, greed not only 

hinders our holistic development 

but also affects the quintessential 

aspect of human life, and that is - 

simplicity. Portraying his views, Aarav Narang, a phenomenal 

orator, from V D presented a talk and was accompanied by 

Kritika from V D delivered a thought  propounding the unintended 

ramifications of greed.

Aradhya of Grade VI A  gave 

insights on the subject of 'Three 

Rules in her Family and Their 

Impact' on her. Naisha of Grade 

VI A said that the three rules of 

her family are the cornerstones 

of her upbringing. They serve as 

guiding lights that shape her 

character and influence her daily 

behaviour. The first rule, 

'Respect', instils kindness towards others and promotes empathy 

and harmonious relationships. Second, the rule of 'Accountability' 

has taught her the importance of fulfilling responsibilities, making her 

more organised and socially aware. The last rule, 'Open 

Communication' encourages honest expression of thoughts and 

enhances her speaking skills and conflict resolution abilities. These 

rules create a loving family environment and equip her with essential 

life skills. They guide her actions and decisions on a daily basis.

October 10, 2023: The Three Rules that Help Me - Grade VI:

October 11, 2023 : Assembly on 'How to Love a Subject You are 

Now Struggling With?'

We all struggle in our school lives. Sometimes we stress over  

complex Algebraic problems or grapple with nerve wracking 

numericals or memorise historical dates. However, challenging the 

adversities and mastering difficult subjects with perseverance is the 

biggest accomplishment! Adviti Bharti Gupta and Riddhaan Sharma - 

two exceptional students, from IX B and IX A beautifully delineated the 

October 12,2023: Assembly on ‘Challenge is Fun’ Grade IV:

C h a l l e n g e s  

m a y  s e e m  

daunting and 

overwhelming 

initially, but they 

are also an 

essential part 

o f  persona l  

g row th  and  

development. Stepping outside one's comfort zone and facing 

obstacles head-on can be incredibly rewarding and satisfying. Ayansh 

Jain of Grade IV A shared the thrill of overcoming a challenge, whether 

it's learning a new skill, achieving a difficult goal, or simply pushing 

oneself to do better. The sense of accomplishment that comes after 

confronting a challenge  is unmatched. It can boost one's confidence 

and self-esteem. Aarav Yadav of Grade IV A concluded the assembly 

by saying that while challenges can be intimidating, they are also an 

exciting and fulfilling part of life that should be embraced with open 

arms.  Vidisha of Grade IV A recited a poem on the same topic.

October 17,2023: Assembly on ‘Are Good Grades Enough?’ 

Grades VI-VII:

Blinded by the competition 

of  ac ing the exams,  

students often tend to 

neglect the quintessential 

aspect  o f  educat ion.  

Acquiring knowledge is not 

just about impressing 

anyone but delineating that 

authentic passion towards 

learning and quenching 

one’s urge of self growth. A person’s demeanour, humility, ethics and 

most significantly his disposition truly expounds his personality. 

Accentuating the expertise of expanding our outlook, Nayonika 

Singh, a student from grade VI A presented an enriching talk. She 

was accompanied by Aarav Goel who was equally proficient in 

enlightening us with a thought on the same topic.

October 18,2023: Assembly on ‘Classroom Manners’ Grade IX:

In a classroom setting, it's 

important to be respectful to 

both your teachers and 

peers. Good manners 

involve being punctual, 

keeping your workspace 

tidy, following classroom 

rules, and creating a 

positive and productive 

learning environment for 

everyone. Highlighting the importance of suitable etiquettes in the 

classroom, Akarshi Bansal of IX-C presented a talk. She was 

accompanied by her fellow classmate, Harsh Verma, who exhibited a 

marvellous thought on the same topic.

These acts include helping a stranger in need, volunteering to 

support a cause, offering a listening ear, or simply sharing a smile. 

Anmol Manchanda of Grade VII D also shed light on the fact that 

absence of expectation for personal gain sets acts of kindness apart; 

they are performed solely to make someone else's life a little better. 

Aastha of Grade VII D too presented her views and agreed that these 

small acts have the power to uplift spirits, strengthen social bonds, 

and foster a sense of community, thus, making the world a more 

caring and harmonious place.

significance of overcoming such challenges in everyday life. They were 

accompanied by Pranshu Prashar from IX A and Aradhya from IX B. It 

was indded an thought-provoking assembly.



October 25, 2023: Assembly on ‘Knowledge Itself is Power’ - 

Grade IX:

Hargunjeet Kaur of Grade IX D 

apprised the students in the 

morning assembly that the phrase 

"Knowledge itself is power" 

encapsulates a fundamental truth 

about the nature of knowledge. It 

suggests that the very act of 

acqu i r ing  and possess ing  

knowledge carries with it an 

inherent strength and impact. Unlike other resources or 

commodities, knowledge is not depleted by use; instead, it grows 

and expands with each new insight gained. This power of knowledge 

is not just limited to its practical applications, but also extends to its 

transformative potential on individuals and societies. It empowers us 

to make informed decisions, challenges conventional wisdom, and 

contributes to the betterment of our communities. Anvi of Grade IX D 

through the thought exclaimed that knowledge is not just a tool for 

survival, but a force for progress and enlightenment.

October 26, 2023: Assembly on ‘Whatever You Are, Be A Good 

One’ - Grade IV:

"Whatever you are, be a good one" is a simple yet 

powerful message that encourages individuals to 

strive for excellence in their chosen paths. Veran 

Sethi of Grade IV C declared that whether we are 

leaders, followers, artists, or athletes, the key is to 

be the best version of ourselves and to make a 

positive impact on those around us. Everyone with 

food for thought that our actions and character 

matter, and that we have the power to make a difference in the world, 

no matter how small or seemingly insignificant our role may be.

October 31, 2023: Assembly on ‘Competition is Fun’ - Grade VI:

Diya & Sirjan Singh of Grade VI C 

through their talk and thought on 

the topic respectively, apprised the 

assembly that competition is an 

essential part of life that adds 

excitement, chal lenge, and 

motivation to various aspects of 

daily routine. Whether it's in sports, 

academics, or professional endeavours, competition encourages 

individuals to push their limits. Moreover, competition can also lead 

to the creation of new opportunities, as it drives innovation and 

progress in various fields. In short, competition is fun because it 

ignites passion, sparks creativity, and offers a chance to test one's 

skills against others.

November 02, 2023: Assembly on ‘Dreams Don’t Work Unless 

You Do.’ - Grade IV:

Kridha Bansal of 

G r a d e  I V  D  

through the talk 

sent out a powerful 

reminder  that  

achieving our 

goals and realising 

our aspirations 

requires more than just wishful thinking. While dreams are essential for 

inspiring us and guiding us towards our desired aim, they are not enough 

on their own. To turn dreams into reality, we must take action, put in the 

effort, and persist through challenges. Ivana Balhara of Grade IV D with a 

thought apprised that dreams are only the destination, but it's the journey 

that counts. It's up to us to make the necessary steps towards our dreams 

and work tirelessly to bring them to fruition. Only then can we truly say that 

our dreams have come true. Siddharth Singh Chauhan also shared a 

short story on the topic. 

November 06, 2023: Inter School Skating Competition (Inline & 

Quad - Boys & Girls) - Grade IV & V:

October 19, 2023: Assembly on ‘Start the Day With a Good 

Thought’ - Grade IV:

Starting the day with a good 

thought is a simple yet powerful 

habit that can set the tone for a 

positive and constructive day 

ahead. Priti Gulati of Grade IV B 

shared that this practice involves 

intentional focus on a positive and 

uplifting idea, such as gratitude, 

kindness, or inspiration. Additionally, starting the day with a good 

thought can help you feel calm, centered and optimistic throughout 

the day this leading to overall well-being and happiness. Aaditya 

Kumar of Grade IV B  shared a thought that we must make it a ritual to 

start our day with a positive thought. 
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October 23, 2023:  Gazing the Star Studded Firmament - 

Grades IV to X:

The mesmerizing tapestry of a dark sky adorned with glistening 

stars stands as one of Mother Nature's most awe-inspiring 

masterpieces. Stars have forever captivated our imagination and 

curiosity providing our young stargazers with a delightful celestial 

experience. On the 20th and 21st of October, students had the 

privilege of observing the beautiful crescent moon alongside 

Saturn and Jupiter.

During this enlightening adventure, they also gained insights into 

celestial wonders such as the Pleiades star cluster (M45), the 

Andromeda Galaxy (M31) and various breathtaking constellations. 

Guiding our young astronomers were esteemed experts in the 

field, Sarang Vandana and Atharva Pathak hailing from Jyotirvidya 

Parisanstha, India's oldest association of amateur astronomers, 

who unveiled the hidden mysteries of the universe to our eager 

students.



Aadit Bajaj - A, Aaravneet Singh - B, Sarbanipreet Kaur - C, Geetansh Gupta - D

Members of the Winning Team

Ayansh Jain - A, Alyana Bansal - B, Hetaksh Mehra - C, Bhanavi Bhasin - DIV

V

The much awaited inter-school skating competition came to a 

thrilling end with our school students emerging as the proud 

champions. The event, which saw the participation of several 

schools from the district, was a testament to the growing popularity of 

skating as a sport among youngsters. Our team, comprising of 

talented and determined skaters, left no stone unturned in their quest 

for glory. The competition was intense, with each team showcasing 

their skills and strategies. The final round was a nail-biting affair, with 

our team edging out their closest rivals by a narrow margin. We are 

proud to announce that our school has added yet another feather to 

its cap, and we congratulate our skaters for their hard work and 

dedication. The success of our team is a testimony to the quality of 

sports education imparted at our school, and we look forward to more 

such achievements in the future!

1st 2nd 3rd

Rehmat Kaur - A

Viaan Jain - C

Aarav Luthra - D

Hridey Sehgal - C

Jasjot Kaur - D

Hrihaan Trehan - B

Kaira Chawla - A

Aryansh Aggarwal - D

Ryan Saini - D
IV

Avya Gupta - C

Vaibhav - D

Aditi R.M. - A

Prayaan Sethi - B

Veelu - C

Moulik Chotani - B

Nivriti Bhandari - A

Lakshit Chopra - D

Ridhi Garg - B

Aarush Aggarwal - C

Shubham Singh - B

V

November 06, 2023: Candle Decoration Competition - Grade IV - V:

An overwhelming number of students participated with great enthusiasm 

in the above competition. It was nothing short of spectacular as each 

participant showcased their creativity and artistic skill. From elegant floral 

arrangements to intricate geometric patterns, the candles truly reflected 

the creativity and imagination of the students. The competition not only 

provided a platform for students to showcase their talents but also 

instilled in them a sense of confidence and pride.

1st 2nd 3rd

Aaradhya Yadav - A

Bani Makkar - B

Daivya Malhotra - A

Aashvi Gupta - B

Aadvik Gupta - B

Aradhya Takkar - A

IV

V

November 06, 2023: Budding Scientists' Quiz  - Grade IV - V:

The quiz, aimed at testing the knowledge and skills of students in 

various scientific fields, received an awe-inspiring response from the 

students. The competition was fierce, with students vying for the top 

spot. Their impressive performance in all rounds, coupled with their 

ability to think critically and solve problems, earned them the coveted 

title. The quiz served as a platform for students to showcase their scientific 

acumen and learn from their peers. We congratulate all the participants and 

wish them all the best for their future endeavours in science!

November 06, 2023: Story Writing Competition - Grade IV & V:

The s tory  wr i t ing 

competition gave the 

students a platform to 

unveil their creativity 

and literary skills. After 

a rigorous evaluation 

process by the judges, 

we are proud to declare the winners. We congratulate both the winners 

and all the participants for their hard work and dedication. Their stories 

promised to be an enriching and entertaining read for all. 

1st 2nd 3rd

Ayansh Jain - A

Ansh Aggarwal - B

Priti Gulati - B

Inayat Punj - D

Abhiraj Mathur - A

Geetansh Gupta - D

Saanvi Gupta - C

Divyanshi - C

IV

V

November 07, 2023: Assembly on ‘You are So Much stronger 

than your Excuses’ - Grade VI:

Excuses are a common crutch that lazy 

people use to avoid taking action or 

facing challenges. However, what many 

fail to realize is that these excuses are 

hold them back from reaching out their 

full potential. The truth is, you are much 

stronger than your excuses. Excuses 

are often born out of fear, doubt, or a lack of belief in oneself. They serve as 

a shield to protect us from the discomfort and uncertainty that comes with 

taking risks and pushing beyond our comfort zones. But the reality is the 

only true obstacle standing between you and your goals is your own mind-

set. When faced with a challenge or setback, it's easy to fall into the trap of 

making excuses. Instead of viewing it as an opportunity for growth and 

learning, we may blame external factors or make self-deprecating 

statements. Aadya & Aadvik of Grade VI D through their talk and thought 

on the topic respectively guided everyone to reframe our mindset and 

focus on our own strength and resilience.

November 08, 2023: Assembly on ‘Be so Good They can’t Ignore 

You.’ - Grade X:

Arshiya Garg of Grade X A recalled the 

mantra which works for aspiring 

individuals who want to stand out in their 

respective fields. The idea is simple yet 

powerful - if you are truly exceptional at 

what you do, people will take notice. It's 

not about seeking validation or 

recognition; it's about putting in the hard 

work, dedication, and passion to become the best at what you do. Ananya 

Choudhry of Grade X A reiterated with a thought that by consistently 

delivering outstanding results, you'll naturally attract attention and 

opportunities that come with being a top performer. So, strive to be so 

good that your talent and expertise cannot be ignored.
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November 21, 2023: Epochs Unveiled: Mind Tree School’s 

Mythological Mastery on the Stage:

November 21, 2023: Reverberating Emotions: Mind Tree’s 

‘Ashvathama’ Saga:

Mind Tree School recently hosted a charismatic theatrical 

performance titled 'Agni' on November 21, 2023. Directed by                    

Mr Rahul Sharma and presented by senior students, the play drew 

inspiration from mythological tales and portrayed Jupiter as a 

ruthless dictator, with Prometheus enduring eternal torment for 

bringing fire to humanity. The stage decor and lighting, designed by 

Yogesh Jangra, added to the mesmerising backdrop. It enhanced the 

emotional performance. Raman and Aman Jediya composed the 

enchanting musical score, which added depth and resonance to the 

storytelling. The event was graced by esteemed guests, Mr Prashant 

and Dr Meeti Munjal from Tulsi Group of Institutions and Mr Kuldeep 

Saini from Info, Public Relations & Cultural Department, who 

contributed to the success of the event through their patronage. The 

evening celebrated artistic excellence and exhibited the dedication 

of students, faculty, and guests alike.
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Mind Tree School put on a captivating theatrical performance on 

November 21, 2023, featuring a play directed by Mr Rahul Sharma 

and performed by senior students. The play, titled "Ashvathama," 

explored tragic tales from mythology and moral dilemmas. The story 

centered around Ashvathama, a blinded character who embarked on 

the path of vengeance, only to be cursed by Krishna and condemned 

to eternal suffering. The stage decorations and lighting, designed by 

Yogesh Jangra, added to the ravishing atmosphere of the 

performance. The musical score was created by Raman and Aman 

Jediya, adding depth and resonance to the storytelling. The event 

was graced by esteemed guests, Mr Prashant and Dr Meeti Munjal 

from the Tulsi Group of Institutions and Mr Kuldeep Saini from the 

Info, Public Relations & Cultural Department, who contributed to the 

success of the event through their patronage. The evening served as 

a celebration of artistic talent, supported by the dedication of 

students, faculty, and the esteemed guests in attendance. Truly, it 

was a treat for our mind and soul!

November 21, 2023: Assembly on 'If you Think Someone could 

Use a Friend, Be One' - Grade VII:

November 21, 2023: Assembly on 'Be the Change You Want to See 

in the World' - Grade V:

If you think someone could use 

a friend, be one' encapsulates 

the spirit of compassion that 

defines our interconnected 

human experience. It serves 

as a gentle reminder that 

amidst our own journeys, we 

possess the ability to make a 

difference in someone else's 

life. Dhruv N Bhushan of Grade VII A delivered a talk and guided the 

power of genuine friendship transcends barriers, offering solace, 

understanding, and a shared sense of belonging. Divyanshi Chopra 

of Grade VII A through her thought exclaimed that we must embrace 

this ethos, fostering a culture of kindness within our school 

community, where every gesture of friendship becomes a stepping 

stone toward creating a supportive and nurturing environment for all.

November 22, 2023: Assembly on 'It's Not What Happens to You 

but How You React to it That Matters' - Grade X:

T h e  p r o f o u n d  w i s d o m  

encapsulated in 'It's not what 

happens to you but how you react 

to it that matters' underscores the 

importance of resilience and 

perspective in navigating life's 

twists and turns. Challenges are 

inevitable, but it is our response to 

adversity that defines our character. Pankhuri of Grade X B 

emphasised with a talk on the topic that by fostering a positive and 

adaptable outlook, we empower ourselves to overcome obstacles 

with grace and determination Nirpekshita of Grade X B imbibed the 

thought that as students navigate through the exciting journey of 

education, we should embrace this philosophy, recognising that our 

reactions shape not only our individual narratives but contribute to 

the collective resilience of our school community.

November 23, 2023: Assembly on 'When you know your worth, 

no one can make you feel worthless  - Grade V:

In the tapestry of self-discovery, the realisation of one's worth 

becomes a steadfast anchor against the tides of doubt and criticism.  

Raaisha Dua of Grade V B, through her talk guided that in a world 

where external judgments may echo, understanding and valuing our 

inherent worth empowers us to stand tall and resilient. Aaravneet 

Singh of Grade V B gave a food for thought that this awareness 

should be a guiding light, fostering a community where each 

individual's unique worth is celebrated and respected.

November 23, 2023: Kavita Path Pratiyogita  - Grade IX-X:

Kavita Path Pratiyogita, a celebration of poetic expression, beckons our 

creative spirits to weave words into a tapestry of emotions and ideas. This 

literary competition not only encourages linguistic finesse but also invites 

students to explore the depths of their imagination. The winners are:

1st 2nd 3rd

Adviti Bharti - A

Ananya Arora - B
Anwitaa Srivastava - B

Adhiraj Handa - B

Vinayek Goswami - A Shreyans Arora - D

Pankhuri Kulshrestha - B

IX

X

The timeless mantra transcends generations, inspiring individuals to 

lead by example and enact positive transformations. By cultivating 

virtues of compassion, empathy, and resilience within ourselves, we 

become catalysts for a ripple effect of change. Ishita, Aditi & Seerat of 

Grade V A presented a talk and Bhavya of Grade V A recited a poem 

on the topic.It is not merely a call to action but a profound philosophy 

that beckons us to introspect and align our actions with the principles 

we wish to witness in the world. Aarohi of Grade V A gave an insightful 

thought that as members of this global community, we must embrace 

the power within us to be architects of a brighter future, actively 

contributing to a world that reflects the values we hold.
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SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS

September 26, 2023: SGFI District Table Tennis Championship:

Shourya Kansal of Grade 

IX D and Aadaar Verma of 

Grade VIII are the young 

athletes who showcased 

remarkable commitment 

and expertise throughout 

the SGFI District Table 

Tennis Championship held 

at PKR Jain School on 

September 12, 2023. In 

the fiercely competitive U-

17 (Boys) category, they 

clinched a decisive triumph, securing the top spot in the team 

championship. We extend our heartfelt congratulations to them for 

their exceptional accomplishment and eagerly anticipate witnessing 

their sustained success in the realm of table tennis. Keep on shining!

Aadhar Verma - VIII C

Under 17 - Boys

First Position

(Team Championship)

Shaurya Kansal - IX D

Under 17 - Boys

First Position

(Team Championship)

September 26, 2023: SGFI District Judo Championship:

Students at Mind Tree School display an array of 

skill and talent and that is displayed in their terrific 

coup. Judo is a port that requires rigorous physical 

and mental training. In the under-17 (Girls) 

category, Harshdeep from Grade VIII-B claimed 

the top spot in the 48 Kg weight division at the 

SGFI District Judo Championship held at Rajiv 

Gandhi Stadium. Her exceptional skill and 

prowess in the sport left a lasting impression, 

earning her well-deserved accolades for her 

dedicated efforts.

Harshdeep - VIII B

Under 17 - Girls

First Position

(Weight : - 48 kg)

October 6, 2023: Artistic Yoga Competition:

We are delighted to share that Adviti secured 

the coveted first position in this highly 

compet i t ive event.  Her except ional  

performance earned her a well-deserved spot 

in the  ‘State Level Championship’ which was 

scheduled to take place in Hisar on October 7, 

2023.

Adviti’s achievement stands as a prime 

example of her steadfast determination and 

wholehearted commitment. It serves as a 

tangible proof of the remarkable results that can be attained through 

unwavering effort and dedication. Congratulations, Adviti! Keep up the 

excellent work!

Adviti Bharti Gupta - IX B
 MedalGold

October 9, 2023: Inter-District Cricket Tournament:

Dharya Aggarwal, our emerging cricket 

talent, has been chosen to participate in the 

Under-16 Inter-District Cricket Tournament 

organised by the Haryana Cricket 

Association. We extend our heartfelt best 

wishes to him and eagerly await his terrific 

performances.

Dharya Aggarwal - X A

The brilliant young minds of Mind Tree School participated in the 

SGFI District, U-11 Boys Chess Tournament held at the Police 

DAV School, Ambala City, on October 9, 2023.

We feel extremely proud to announce that our students exhibited 

exceptional prowess on the chessboard, clinching the prestigious ‘first 

position’ in the tournament. This triumph is a testament to their 

unwavering dedication, strategic acumen, and relentless pursuit of 

excellence.

Moments like these reaffirm the commitment of our school to nurture 

not only the academic excellence of the students but also to foster 

their talents in various fields. We extend our heartiest 

congratulations to our budding chess champions for their 

victorious coup !

October 10, 2023: SGFI District Boys Chess Tournament:

Abhiraj Mathur - V A

Under 11

Gaurang Nagi - IV C
Under 11

Medhansh Goyal - V B

Under 11

Krishna Goswami - IV B

Under 11

Ayansh Jain - IV A

Under 11

October 18, 2023: SGFI District Gymnastics Championship:

Aradhya Jain, a student from grade IV B at 

MindTree, recently won first place at the SGFI 

District Gymnastics Championship held in 

Ambala. This impressive feat took place during 

the U-11 category on September 10, 2023, at 

the War Heroes Memorial Stadium. Aradhya's 

outstanding performance now qualifies her to 

compete in the school state championship. Her 

success is a testament to her hard work and 

dedication, as well as the school's commitment to 

fostering excellence in both academic and athletic 

pursuits. Congratulations to Aradhya Jain on this remarkable 

achievement!

Aradhya Jain - IV B

Under 11

1st Position

October 20, 2023: SGFI – District Skating Championship: 

Our talented skater Aarav Luthra from Grade IV-D 

has left everyone impressed at the SGFI Under-

11 District Skating Championship. He recently 

secured the third position at this competition, 

which was held at O.P.S. Vidya mandir on 

October 9, 2023. As a result of his outstanding 

performance, Aarav has been selected to 

participate in the state championship as well. We 

extend our hearty congratulations to this young 

champion and are confident that he will continue to excel and bring 

glory to himself and our school through his skating skills!

Aarav Luthra - IV D
Under 11

3rd Position
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November 8, 2023: Inter School Open Speed Skating 

Championship: 

The talented skaters 

from our school left the 

audience in awe with 

t h e i r  i m p r e s s i v e  

performances at the 

Inter School Open 

S p e e d  S k a t i n g  

C h a m p i o n s h i p  

organised by the 

Ambala Roller Skating Academy at the Police Line Skating Rink on 

November 2nd, 2023. Their skills, agility, and balance left the 

spectators in awe. Our skaters brought glory to our school by securing 

the overall Champions Trophy and finishing in second place. We are 

proud of their achievements and believe that this serves as an 

inspiration for everyone to work hard and strive for excellence. Here's to 

you and your incredible feat!

October 23, 2023: Inter Centre Chess Championship:

D u r i n g  t h e  I n t e r  

C e n t r e  C h e s s  

Championship held 

at Police DAV Public 

School on October 

14, 2023, the Chess 

Maestro f rom our 

s c h o o l  m o d e l l e d  

excep t iona l  sk i l l s  

a n d  e m e r g e d  

victorious. Sidharth Jain of Grade V D demonstrated 

unparalleled chess mastery and secured the first position. 

Medansh Goyal of Grade V D displayed exceptional talent and 

determination, earning a second-place finish in a highly 

competitive field. Their hard work and strategic insights have 

undoubtedly led to their success. As Rudolph Spielmann once 

said, "Begin the game like a book, dazzle in the middle like a 

magician, and conclude it like a machine," which perfectly 

encapsulates the impressive performances of our students at 

this prestigious event.

We are excited to announce the exceptional accomplishments of 

our students at the Haryana School State Gymnastics 

Championship held at the War Heroes Memorial Stadium in 

Ambala from October 17 to October 19, 2023. Nayonika Singh, a 

gifted student from Class VI B, demonstrated exceptional talent 

and fortitude, earning the 'second position' in the team 

championship category. Additionally, Savitri Tuli and Sharvi Garg 

from Class VI D put on an impressive show, securing the 'third 

position' in the Women's Trio category. Let's continue to inspire and 

motivate our young athletes as they strive for greatness. As 

Simone Biles once said, "Before you can achieve, you must believe 

in yourself. You are more capable than you think.

October 30, 2023:  Haryana School State Gymnastics Championship: 

October 20 , 2023: SGFI – District Yoga Championship:

Riddhi Garg, a student from V-B, secured the second 

position at the SGFI District Yoga Championship for 

girls under the age of 11. This event was held on 

October 10, 2023, at Police D.A.V. School. As a result 

of her outstanding performance, Riddhi has been 

selected to participate in the SGFI Primary School 

State Yoga Championship. We extend our hearty 

congratulations to Riddhi for her remarkable 

achievement! Her success is a testament to the fact 

that future generations will contribute to a healthier 

tomorrow through individuals like her who prioritize physical and 

mental well-being through yoga.

November 8, 2023: 23rd Ambala District Roller Skating 

Championship 2023:

We are thrilled to share that our talented skaters 

have once again brought home a victory in the 

23rd Ambala District Roller Skating 

Championship 2023, which was organised by 

the District Roller Skating Association, Ambala 

on October 29, 2023. The championship, held at 

O.P.S Vidya Mandir, Ambala City, was a 

spectacular display of skill, talent and 

sportsmanship. Our skating champions have 

proved their mettle through their outstanding 

performance, and we are incredibly proud of 

them. Keep soaring to new heights of success, team!

November 28, 2023: Ist Haryana Inter School Invitational Pickle 

Ball Championship Ambala:
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The students from Mind Tree School left a lasting impression at the 

State Pickleball Tournament held by Police DAV Public School on 

October 7, 2023. They showcased exceptional skills, winning 

numerous gold, silver, and bronze medals in both singles and 

doubles categories. The tournament witnessed an outstanding 

display of talent, perseverance, and team spirit from our students, 

highlighting their dedication to both individual and collaborative 

success. Their achievements not only reflect their individual abilities 

but also demonstrate the school's focus on fostering holistic 

development among its students. Mind Tree School remains 

committed to promoting and supporting such sporting endeavours 

among its students, aiming for continued success in future 

competitions. Congratulations on your remarkable achievement!

December 8, 2023: A Rising Dance Prodigy : 

Rudraveer Kapoor, a remarkable young 

dancer from Mind Tree School's Grade IV D  

secured the top position at the Hunar Season 

5.0 Dance Competition, organized by the 

Folk Dance Group (FDA). Rudraveer's 

journey in the world of dance is filled with 

remarkable achievements that reflect his 

unwavering dedication and exceptional 

talent. He has showcased his skills on 

prestigious platforms like Street Dance India 

(SDI), and FDA. Mind Tree School is proud of 

Rudraveer's accomplishments and admires his unrelenting pursuit of 

excellence at such a young age. Keep shining, Rudraveer! Dance is 

the language of motion, and Rudraveer's movements speak volumes 

beyond words.

December 08, 2023: 7th National Pickle Ball Championship at 

Ahmedabad: 

At Mind Tree School, we celebrate the budding talents in sports with 

great pride. Our athletes have been trained to compete fiercely, eat 

healthily, rest well, and ultimately win with utmost dedication. 

Recently, our exceptional players flaunted their skills at the Pickle 

Ball Championship organised by All India Pickle Ball Association in 

Ahmedabad from December 1 to December 3, 2023. Their hard 

work and perseverance during tough times have led them to 

achieve remarkable success. We are thrilled to announce that our 

students have won multiple gold and bronze medals in singles, 

doubles, and mixed categories. Kudos to these shining stars for 

their outstanding performance! Keep up the good work!

December 09 & 10, 2023: Adventure Camp - Grade IV to X:
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The students embarked on an exhilarating journey at Mind Tree 

School, Panjokhra's Adventure Camp. The first day of this two-day 

event, tailored for Grades IV-X students, was filled with thrilling 

activities such as zip lining, horizontal crawl, zorbing, commando net, 

crossing bridge, magical maze, and tug of war. The students' 

boundless enthusiasm and joy showcased their deep engagement 

and delight, making the camp a resounding success. This 

memorable experience not only fostered camaraderie among the 

young adventurers and teachers but also instil led a 

acknowledgement for outdoor activities. It was undeniably a day 

packed with excitement, adventure, and unforgettable moments!

November 3, 2023:  13th National Ceramic and Terracotta Sculpture Camp: 

EDUCATORS' CORNER

Mind Tree Artistry and Revelation of Beauty: 13th National Ceramic 

and Terracotta Sculpture Camp, 2023

The 13th National Ceramic and Terracotta Sculpture Camp, held 

from October 26 to November 6, 2023, at Mind Tree School's 

Panjohkra Wing, was an enchanting display of artistic talent. Curated 

by the renowned artist Mohan Shingane, this event brought together 

a group of distinguished sculptors and artists, including Shitanshu G 

Maurya, Chandrashekhar Koteshwar, Anwar, Rajesh Ram, Shampa 

Shah, and G Raghu. The artists explored the infinite possibilities of 

ceramic and terracotta sculpture during this two-week period. The 

resulting artworks ranged from traditional to avant-garde styles, 

showcasing a stunning interplay between form, texture, and 

conceptual innovation. This artistic journey not only enriched the  

students but also deepened our appreciation for the boundless 

potential of these mediums.

Ms Babita
(Compilation of Information)

Ms Aparna Nanda

"Terracotta is like magic! I made a little figurine, and the whole 

process was like playing with magical mud. It was messy but so much 

fun. I want to try making more things with clay!"  Varnika VII A 

 "The tactile joy of molding terracotta was surprisingly therapeutic.         

I crafted a whimsical sculpture that brought a smile to my face." Avya 

VII A

 "The delicate dance with clay allowed me to sculpt a miniature world, 

and I discovered the art of patience and precision." Navya IX A

"Terracotta whispered secrets as I moulded it into a vessel of beauty. 

The workshop unveiled the artistry within the seemingly ordinary 

clay." Araisha Arora IX  A.

Japleen Kaur Sabherwal

Grade IX D

Navya Ahuja

Grade IX A
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